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Abstract!

It! is!well! documented! that! able! students!often! feature! as! an!underperforming!

group!in!schools!but!in!the!literature,!there!is!a!focus!on!what!adults!believe!to!

be! the! causes!and!solutions!when! it! comes! to!underachievement.! !This! report!

captures!the!views!of!able!students!themselves!in!order!to!explore!the!various!

factors!that!may!hinder!their!achievement.!!The!findings!indicate!that!classroom!

factors,! not! family! or! peerGgroup! factors,! have! the! biggest! impact! on!

achievement!and!that!in!order!to!achieve!their!full!potential,!able!students!need!

to!be!set!challenging,! interesting!tasks,!not!more!of! the!same!work.! !They!also!

need! to! be! motivated! and! rewarded! for! their! efforts! as! well! as! their!

achievements! if! they! are! to! be! convinced! that! there! is! sufficient! payoff! for!

working!hard!at! the!expense!of! their!highly!valued!social! life.! !The! findings! in!

this! report! are! used! to! make! recommendations! for! establishing! a! school!

environment!where!high!achievement!is!expected,!planned!for!and!celebrated.!
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1.!Introduction!

It!is!well!documented!that!able!youngsters!often!feature!as!an!underperforming!

group! in!schools!and!yet!comparatively! less!time,!energy!and!money!has!been!

spent!on!high!ability!children!than!on!children!with!special!needs.!!Achievement!

is!hugely!affected!by!social!and!emotional!factors!and!yet!much!of!the!literature!

focuses! on! curriculum! development! rather! than! the! views! of! young! people!

themselves.!

Half!way!through!my!research,!Ofsted!published!their!own!report!on!the!same!

issue!‘The!most!able!students!–!are!they!doing!as!well!as!they!should!in!our!nonG

selective!secondary!schools?’!(Ofsted,!2013a)!and!concluded!that!!

!

“The!most!able!students!in!nonGselective!secondary!schools!are!not!

achieving!as!well!as!they!should.”!(ibid:!8)!

!

My! research! focuses! on! a! small! group! of! year! 11! students! deemed! “able”! in!

Mathematics!(Maths)!and!English!because!they!left!primary!school!with!level!5s!

in! both! subjects.! ! I! would! like! to! listen! to! the! thoughts! and! feelings! of! the!

students! themselves! and! I! hope! that! through! their! own!voices! and! ideas! they!

might!provide!an!insight!into!underachievement!in!Maths!and!English!and!lead!

me!to!a!set!of!recommendations!for!teachers,!

The! context! of! my! research! is! a! large,! mixed! gender! secondary! school! in!

southeast! London! on! the! border! of! Kent.! ! There! are! a! number! of! grammar!

schools!in!the!borough!and!around!11,500!students!in!the!county!took!the!11G

plus!in!year!6!in!2012!(Francis,!2013).!!This!means!that!many!“able”!pupils!who!
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leave!primary!school!with!level!5s!in!Maths!and!English!and!come!to!my!school!

already!have!a!perception!that!they!have!failed.!

The!school’s!results!have!been!improving!year!on!year!and!in!2012!57%!of!year!

11!students!achieved!five!GCSEs!grade!A*!to!C!including!Maths!and!English,!an!

increase!of!16%!since!2011.!!61%!of!students!achieved!a!C!or!above!in!English!

(up! 6%! on! 2011)! and! 68%! gained! a! C! or! above! in! Maths! (up! 16%).! (Ofsted!

Dashboard,!2013).! !A!lot!of!work!is!done!to!meet!floor!targets!and!ensure!that!

students!on!the!C/D!borderline!get!their!C.!!Yet!once!students!are!safely!on!a!C!

grade,!they!receive!less!tine!and!attention!so!the!most!able!students!may!not!be!

achieving!their!full!potential.!

To! overcome! barriers! to! achievement! for! the! most! able! pupils! in! Maths! and!

English,!we!need! to! create!an!ethos!of! achievement!as!well! as! listening! to! the!

voices! of! able! underachievers.! ! If! more! challenging! tasks! are!made! available,!

able!students!may!selfGidentify!by!the!way!they!approach!such!tasks.!!As!John!F.!

Kennedy!said,!!

! “A!rising!tide!lifts!all!ships.”!

In!other!words,!if!we!challenge!the!most!able,!all!students!will!benefit.!!!

!
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2.!Literature!Review!

My!research!focuses!on!factors!that!may!be!hindering!the!achievement!of!able!

pupils!and!I!found!the!work!of!David!George!(2011)!a!useful!introduction!to!the!

notion!of!educating!able!and!gifted!young!people.!!He!explains!that!in!the!1960s,!

comprehensive!education!began!to!dominate!and!there!was!a!perception!that!all!

children!are!equal!and!they!all!deserve!the!same!opportunities.!!This!means!that!

some!people!are!uncomfortable!with!the!idea!of!some!children!being!better!than!

others! or! being! labelled! as! gifted! and! talented.! ! However,! as! George! (2011:i)!

points! out,! equality! of! rights! does! not!mean! equality! of! ability.! ! By! 1988,! the!

Education!Reform!Act!in!England!(Department!for!Education,!1988)!established!

that! an! acceptable! curriculum! must! be! broad,! balanced! and,! importantly,!

differentiated! to!meet! individual! requirements! and!ensure! that!progression! is!

made.!!In!2004,!the!Children’s!Act!and!Every!Child!Matters!policy!built!on!this!by!

ensuring! that! education! was! personalised! and! took! account! of! each! child’s!

strengths!and!weaknesses!(Department!for!Education,!2003).!!

!

So!accepting!that!there!are!differences!in!ability!levels,!if!my!research!is!to!focus!

on!“the!most!able”,!how!will!this!group!be!identified?!!Firstly,!it!is!worth!noting!

that!the!House!of!Commons!Select!Committee!enquiry!(1999)!into!the!education!

of!highly!able!children!was!unable! to!agree!upon!a!definition!of!able!pupils!or!

the!size!of!the!group!that!is!made!up!of!able!pupils.! !Despite!looking!at!a!large!

amount!of!evidence,!the!enquiry!was!unable!to!reach!a!consensus.!

!

According! to! official! DCSF! guidelines! (Department! for! Children,! Schools! and!

Families,! now! the! Department! for! Education),! the! “gifted”! are! young! people!
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with! one! or!more! abilities! developed! to! a! level! significantly! above! their! year!

group,! or! with! a! potential! to! develop! these! abilities! (Dracup,! 2009).! ! As!

Tunnicliffe! (2010)! points! out,! there! is! no! “oneGsize! fits! all”! policy! document!

when!it!comes!to!pupil!ability!and!performance!or!meeting!the!specific!needs!of!

the!most! able.! ! Instead,! any! policy! needs! to! be! informed! by! the! school’s! own!

profile!and!wider!approach!to!teaching,!learning!and!school!improvement.!

!

My! school! is! judged! as! “requiring! improvement”! in! achievement! although!

teaching! and! learning! is! “good”! (Ofsted,! 2013b).! ! The! number! of! students!

obtaining! five!GCSE!passes! at! grades!A*! to!C! including!Maths! and!English!has!

improved!from!51%!in!2010!to!56%!in!2012.!!However,!as!already!mentioned,!

emphasis!is!generally!placed!on!the!borderline!C/D!candidates.! !Those!already!

safely!on!a!C!or!above!are!largely!left!to!their!own!devices.! ! !According!to!‘The!

Key’!(a!service!for!school!leaders),!schools!are!below!the!floor!if!fewer!than!40%!

of!pupils!achieve!five!or!more!GCSEs!(or!equivalents)!at!A*GC!including!English!

and!Maths.! !Ofsted!(2013a:!8)!has!found!that!this!leads!to!“a!focus!on!students!

near! the! GCSE! C/D! grade! borderline! at! the! expense! of! more! able! students.”!!

Additionally,!authors!like!George!(2011:3)!believe!that!a!great!deal!of!time!and!

money!has!been!spent!on!children!with! special!needs!but! the!needs!of!higher!

ability!children!have!been!somewhat!neglected.!

!

As! already! mentioned,! my! school! is! located! in! a! borough! with! a! grammar!

system.! ! A! survey! by! the! Telegraph! (2011)! found! that! the! number! of! pupils!

taking!the!11Gplus!for!entry!to!grammar!school!has!risen!each!year.!!Those!who!

just!miss!out!on!a!place!at!grammar!school!and!come!to!my!school! instead!do!
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not!achieve!their!potential.!!They!also!start!secondary!school!with!a!perception!

that!they!have!already!failed.!!Kent!County!Council!has!called!for!a!review!of!the!

11!plus!exam!because!they!feel!that! it! favours!those!who!can!afford!to!pay!for!

private! tuition,! leaving!poorer! families!at! a!disadvantage!and!my!school!has!a!

higher! than! average! number! of! pupils! on! Free! School! Meals! (Ofsted,! 2013b)!

meaning!that!students!are!unlikely!to!have!been!‘coached’!for!the!11!plus!exam.!

!

If!I!am!to!look!at!what!is!hindering!the!achievement!of!the!most!able!pupils! in!

year! 11,! it! is! necessary! to! define! achievement.! ! According! to! Bexley! Council!

(Lakey,!2013),!there!are!a!number!of!key!definitions:!

Progress!is!the!extent!to!which!pupils!have!progressed!in!their!learning!

given!their!starting!points!and!capabilities.!

Attainment! is! the!standard!of!academic!attainment! typically! shown!by!

test!and!examination!results.!

Achievement!takes!into!account!the!standards!of!attainment!reached!by!

pupils!and!the!progress!they!have!made!to!reach!those!standards.!

!

According!to!the! literature,! there! is!a!wellGrecognised!tendency!for!able,!gifted!

and! talented! pupils! to! feature! as! an! underperforming! group! in! schools!

(Tunnicliffe,! 2010:1).! ! Yet! Delisle! and! Berger! (1990)! claim! that!

underachievement! is! in! the! eyes! of! the! beholder.! ! That! is,! for! some! students,!

teachers! and! parents,! as! long! as! a! pass! grade! is! obtained,! there! is! no!

underachievement!–! for! them,!a!C!grade!at!GCSE!would!be!seen!as!an!average!

grade.!!To!others,!a!B!grade!could!be!seen!as!underachievement!if!they!expected!

the!student!to!get!an!A.!!!
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Underachievement!can!be!defined!as!a!discrepancy!between!a!student’s!school!

performance!and!some!index!of!his!or!her!actual!ability!(George,!2011:18).! ! In!

the!case!of!my!research,!these!are!students!who!achieved!a!level!5!at!the!end!of!

KS2!but!are!not!currently!predicted!a!B!or!above!at!the!end!of!KS4.!!Pomerantz!

and! Pomerantz! (2002:3)! define! able! underachievers! as! those! who! could! be!

gaining!grades!like!As!or!Bs!in!assessments!but!are!in!fact!gaining!Cs!or!below.!

According! to! Gross! (1994:4G10),! able! underachievers! face! what! he! calls! a!

“forced!choice!dilemma”!in!which!they!do!not!see!enough!of!a!payoff!in!working!

harder!and!achieving!intellectual!fulfilment!at!the!expense!of!their!highly!valued!

social!life.!!By!year!11,!the!pupils!in!my!research!may!have!become!used!to!using!

less! energy! in! the! classroom! and!would! need! some! powerful! convincing! that!

they!are!truly!missing!out!on!opportunities!to!be!challenged!and!to!accomplish!

better!things!(Pomerantz!and!Pomerantz,!2002:37).!

!

There!is!also!an!argument!that!high!achievers!are!made!and!not!born!and!that!it!

is!the!responsibility!of!adults!to!bring!out!the!best!in!young!people!(Pomerantz!

and!Pomerantz,!2002:vii).! !Thomas!Edison,!one!of! the!greatest! inventors!of!all!

time!said,!

! “Genius!is!one!per!cent!inspiration,!ninetyGnine!percent!perspiration.”!

!

Building! on! this! idea,! I! found! George’s! (2011:9)! Maximum! Potential! model!

interesting.!!He!suggests!that!the!students!with!‘maximum!potential’!(those!who!

will!succeed)!are!certainly!able,!some!of!them!are!creative!but!importantly,!they!

all!have!to!work!hard.!

!
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Figure!1:!Maximum!Potential!model!
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!
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It! is! clear! that! able! underachievers! can! be! hard! to! identify! (Teare,! 1997)! and!

given!that!there!have!been!no!national!strategies!since!April!2011,!it!is!down!to!

individual!schools!and!teachers! to!help!able!pupils!achieve! their!best! (George,!

2011:6).! !Currently,!able!underachievers!don’t!see!how!they!could!be! inspired!

and!challenged!to!greater!accomplishments!without!great!social!cost!and!hard!

work! (Pomerantz! and! Pomerantz,! 2002:37).! ! My! research! will! build! on! the!

following! key! questions! that! have! emerged! from! this! literature! review,! and!

uncover!the!barriers!to!achievement!for!a!group!of!able!year!11!pupils!in!Maths!

and!English:!

G Do!teachers!focus!on!the!C/D!grade!borderline!students?!

G Do!students!consider!themselves!to!be!underachievers?!

G Could! underachievers! be! convinced! to! work! harder! and! accomplish!

more,!even!at!the!expense!of!their!social!life!or!free!time?!

G Are! able! students! born! or! made?! ! Could! all! students! achieve! more! if!

adults!brought!out!the!best!in!them?!

Ability! Creativity!

Productivity!

Performance!

Motivation!

Emotions!

Values!!!

Maximum!
potential!
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3.!Objectives!and!Hypothesis!

The! purpose! of! this! research! is! to! present! the! reality! of! achievement! and!

underachievement! in! Maths! and! English! at! GCSE! through! the! voices! of! the!

students!themselves.!!The!three!key!areas!of!this!investigation!are:!

G to!establish!which!of! the!able!students!are!underachieving! in!Maths!

and!English!!

G to!identify!why!these!able!students!are!underachieving!in!English!and!

Maths!at!GCSE!when!others!in!their!year!group!are!not!

G to! establish!what! can!be!done! to! improve! the! achievement!of! these!

students!

!

Many!able! students!achieve! fairly!well!when!compared!with! “average”! results!

but! they! fail! to! reach! their! full! potential.! ! Furthermore,! students! who! attend!

nonGselective!state!secondary!schools!like!the!one!in!this!research!are!less!likely!

to! achieve! their! potential! than! those! in! selective! and! independent! schools!

(Ofsted,! 2013a:6).! ! In! a! report! by! The! Sutton! Trust! (2011),! they! found! that!

students! from! independent! schools! were! more! than! twice! as! likely! to! be!

accepted! into! one! of! the! thirty! most! highly! selective! universities! than! state!

school!students.! !What!can! the! leaders!of! the!school,! the! teachers,! the!parents!

and!the!pupils!themselves!do!to!improve!the!results!of!the!most!able?!

My!main!research!method!will!be!qualitative!in!order!to!provide!a!depth!of!rich!

data!about!the!views!and!practices!of!able!pupils!in!my!school!on!the!following!

key!questions!and!therefore!enable!me!to!make!recommendations:!

G How! do! they! know! whether! or! not! they! are! reaching! their! full!

potential?!
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G What!would!encourage!them!to!work!harder?!

G What! can! their! teachers! do! to! enable! them! to! reach! their! full!

potential?!

!
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4.!Methodology!and!Methods!

The!Literature!Review!highlighted!the!fact!that!in!the!area!of!achievement,!there!

is!a!focus!on!what!adults!believe!to!be!the!causes!and!solutions!when!it!comes!to!

underachievement! among! able! pupils! in! schools.! As!my! aim! is! to! capture! the!

views!of!students!themselves,!the!theoretical!perspective!I!have!adopted!for!this!

research!is!interpretive.!!According!to!Klein!and!Myers!(1999:67),!“interpretive!

research!can!help!researchers!to!understand!human!thought!and!action!in!social!

and!organisational!contexts”!which!is!my!intention.!

!

For!my!smallGscale!research!I!have!used!qualitative!data!(Davies,!2007:135)!in!

order! to! capture! the! views! of! the! year! 11! students! themselves.! ! I! agree!with!

Edwards! and! Hattam! (2000)! that! students! themselves! have! a! huge! potential!

contribution! to! make! and! should! “participate…! as! research! partners”! in!

examining! anything! that! happens! in! school.! ! In! their! own! report! on! the!most!

able! pupils,! Ofsted! (2013a:23)! found! that!many! schools! did! not! ask! students!

how!well! they!were!meeting! their! needs! or!what! the! school! needed! to! do! to!

improve!their!learning!and!I!wanted!to!rectify!this.!!

!

My! initial! interviews! took!place! in! the!Autumn!term!before! the!students!were!

under! too! much! exam! pressure.! ! I! then! carried! out! lesson! observations!

throughout!the!Spring!term!to!ensure!triangulation!and!increase!the!validity!of!

my!findings.! !According!to!Denscombe!(2010:!346),!“triangulation!involves!the!

practice! of! viewing! things! from! more! than! one! perspective.”! ! Thus! as! the!

researcher,!I!can!gain!a!better!understanding!of!the!thing!I!am!investigating!if!I!

view!it!from!different!positions.!!I!decided!to!conduct!followGup!interviews!with!
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the!students!in!the!Summer!term!just!before!they!went!on!study!leave!in!order!

to!follow!up!on!some!of!the!findings!from!my!observations.!

!

According! to!FFT!data!(Fischer!Family!Trust,!2004),!pupils!should!make!three!

levels!of!progress!between!the!end!of!KS2!and!the!end!of!KS4,!meaning!pupils!

with!a!level!5!at!the!end!of!KS2!should!achieve!at!least!a!B!grade!at!GCSE.!!There!

are!50!students!in!year!11!at!my!school!who!left!primary!school!with!a!level!5!in!

Maths!and!47!students!who!left!primary!school!with!a!level!5!in!English.!!By!the!

end!of!year!11,!10!of!these!students!are!not!meeting!their!GCSE!target!grade!in!

Maths! and! 19! students! are! not! meeting! their! GCSE! target! grade! in! English.!!

These!are!the!‘underachievers’.!

!

For!my!research,! I!have!chosen!to! focus!on!year!11!students!because! they!are!

nearing! the! end! of! KS4! and! have! fairly! accurate! predicted! grades! for! their!

GCSEs.! ! They! are! also! able! to! look! back! on! their! primary! school! (KS2)!

experience! as! well! as! reflecting! on! their! experience! during! KS3! and! KS4.! ! I!

identified!twelve!students!in!year!11!–!six!boys!and!six!girls!–!who!all!finished!

primary! school! with! level! 5s! in! both!Maths! and! English,! making! them! “able”!

students,! (achieving! above! the! expected! level! 4)! (DfE,! 2011).! ! The! students! I!

chose! to! focus! on! for! this! research! started! year! 11!with! a! range! of! predicted!

grades! in! the!English!Language! and!Maths!GCSEs! (see!Figure!2).! ! I!wanted! to!

capture!the!views!of!able!students!who!were!achieving!their! full!potential!and!

those! who! weren’t! in! order! to! make! suggestions! about! what! is! currently!

hindering! the! achievement!of! certain! students! and! to!make! recommendations!

about!how!to!overcome!the!barriers.!
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!

Figure!2:!The!predicted!GCSE!grades!(November!2012)!of!the!twelve!year!
11!students!who!all!left!primary!school!with!level!5s!in!Maths!and!English!

Student!code*! Predicted!grade!
English!language!

Predicted!grade!
Mathematics!

F1! A! A!

M1! A! A!

F2! A! B!

M2! B! A!

M3! B! B!

F3! B! B/C!

F4! B! C!

M4! C! B!

M5! C! C!

F5! C! C!

F6! C/D! C!

M6! D! D!

*!F=!female! M=!male!

I! carried! out! semiGstructured! interviews! with! the! students! to! give! some!

structure!to!the!conversation!but!to!also!allow!them!to!talk!freely!and!mention!

anything!that!they!felt!was!relevant.!!It!was!very!important!for!me!not!to!‘lead’!

the!students!during!the!interviews!(Burton!and!Bartlett,!2005:!110).!!!

!

Given! that! underachievement! is! linked! with! social! and! emotional! factors!

(Pomerantz!and!Pomerantz,!2002:vi)!I!was!keen!to!find!out!what!contributed!to!

students’! enjoyment! of! particular! subjects! and! whether! enjoyment! generally!

resulted! in!higher!grades.! ! I! also!wanted! to!unpick! the! influence!of! their!peer!

group!and!their!family!on!their!performance!in!different!subjects!before!looking!
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at! the! impact! of! the! classroom! environment! and! teacher.! ! (For! the! semiG

structured!interview!questions,!see!Appendix!1).!

I! took! into!account!Bell’s! (2005:157G8)!advantages!and!disadvantages!when! it!

comes!to!interviews!and!made!sure!that!the!initial!interviews!were!conducted!in!

a!quiet!meeting!room.!!The!initial!interviews!took!place!during!the!25!minutes!

of! ‘tutor! time’!at! the!start!of! the!day!so! that! students!were!not!worried!about!

missing! lessons! or! expected! to! give! up! any! of! their! free! time.! ! The! followGup!

interviews!took!place!in!a!quiet!classroom!during!free!lessons!that!the!year!11!

students! had! gained! when! some! of! their! subjects! had! finished! and! been!

examined.!

!

I!chose!to!interview!the!students!in!groups!of!three!so!that!they!felt!comfortable!

and!relaxed!(Davies,!2007:30)!and!could!build!on!each!other’s! ideas.! ! In!2012,!

the!most! able! girls! in! nonGselective! secondary! schools! outperformed! boys! by!

11%! at! A*! to! B! grades! in! GCSE! English! and! by! 5%! in! GCSE! Maths! (Ofsted,!

2013a:15).! ! I! interviewed!the!students! in!single!gender!groups!to!see!whether!

there!was!any!difference!in!the!views!of!girls!and!boys.!

!

I!recorded,!transcribed!and!analysed!the!responses!from!the!students.! !I!coded!

statements!where!the!students!mentioned!grades!or!achievement!(yellow);!the!

influence! of! friends,! family! or! external! forces! (blue);! and! the! classroom!

environment! and! teachers! (pink).! ! (For! an! extract! from! the! interview!

transcripts! see! Appendix! 2).! ! The! coding! system! allowed! me! to! analyse! the!

interviews! and! consider! the! thoughts! and! insights! of! the! students! as! well! as!

identifying! common! themes.! ! Coding! the! initial! interviews! gave! me! specific!
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areas! to! focus! on! in!my! classroom!observations.! !One!of! the!disadvantages! of!

interviews! can! be! the! disparity! between! what! people! say! and! what! they! do!

(Davies,! 2007:161)! which! is! why! I! also! decided! to! carry! out! classroom!

observations! –! they! enabled!me! to! compare! what! students! said! happened! in!

interviews!with!what!actually!happens!in!lessons.!

!

In!my!school,!each!year!group!is!split!into!two!bands!–!X!and!Y.!!The!students!in!

this!research!are!split!across!both!bands!and!are!in!sets!1!or!2!in!English!in!each!

band! and! sets! 1,! 2! or! 3! in! Maths.! ! As! Davies! (2007:169)! identifies,! before!

carrying! out! observations! you! need! to! have! a! setting! in! mind! and! secure!

appropriate!access.!!Due!to!my!own!teaching!timetable!I!was!not!able!to!observe!

all!twelve!students!in!their!English!and!Maths!lessons!but!I!did!observe!eight!of!

the!twelve!students!in!English!(across!three!different!English!classes)!and!seven!

of!the!twelve!students!in!Maths!(across!two!different!Maths!classes).!

!

My! school! has! an! open! door! policy! and! staff! are! encouraged! to! carry! out!

informal!observations!in!addition!to!the!formal!observations!conducted!as!part!

of!the!performance!management!review!process.!!As!a!result,!students!are!used!

to! other!members! of! staff! being! in! their! lessons! and! I! do! not! believe! that!my!

presence!during!the!observations!would!have!had!an! impact!on!what!went!on!

(Davies,! 2007:169)!or! influenced! the! students! to!behave! in! a!different!way! to!

normal!to!try!to!please!me!or!do!what!they!thought!I!wanted!to!see.!!

!

I!informed!the!parents!of!those!students!involved!in!the!research!about!both!the!

interviews!and! lesson!observations!and!provided!an!opportunity! for! their! son!
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or!daughter!to!opt!out!of!the!project.! !No!parents!chose!to!opt!out.! !I!also!gave!

the!students!a!further!opportunity!to!opt!out!before!the!start!of!each!interview!

and!reassured!them!of!their!anonymity.!!I!have!ensured!the!confidentiality!of!my!

research!by!allocating!each!student!a!code! that!simply! indicates!whether! they!

are!male! or! female! and! assigns! a! number! from!1! to! 6! (Oliver,! 2010:58).! ! See!

Appendix!3!for!a!copy!of!the!letter!sent!to!parents.!

!

Before!each!of!my!lesson!observations,!I!spoke!to!the!whole!class!to!explain!that!

I!was! there!as!part!of!a! research!project!and! that! I!may!make!some!notes!but!

that!I!would!not!refer!to!individual!students!by!name!and!if!they!did!not!want!

me! to! refer! to! them! at! all,! they! could! opt! out.! ! No! students! chose! to! opt! out.!!

Again,! to! ensure! confidentiality! I! have! not! named! individual! classes! in! this!

report!but!instead!refer!to!English!lesson!1,2!or!3!and!Maths!lesson!1!or!2.!!This!

prevents!my!observations!from!being!attributed!to!an!individual!teacher.!!Each!

teacher!gave!me!permission!to!observe!his!or!her!lesson!by!email!(see!Appendix!

4).!

!

Given! that! I! observed! each! class! only! once,! it! is! difficult! to! generalise! my!

findings! but! the! observations! still! provided! a! useful! way! of! comparing! the!

students’! perceptions! of! what! happens! in! lessons! as! they! expressed! in! the!

interviews,!with!what!actually!happens!in!a!small!sample!of!their!lessons.!

According! to! Myers! (2000)! it! is! “largely! impossible! to! escape! the! subjective!

experience”!when! it! comes! to!qualitative! research.! !On! the!positive! side,! I! am!

not!an!English!or!Maths!teacher!so!the!students!should!not!have!felt!influenced!

to!answer!a!certain!way!in!interviews.!!However,!it!is!important!to!acknowledge!
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that!I!have!a!very!positive!view!of!education!and!was!what!would!be!considered!

an!‘able!achiever’!at!school!(obtaining!straight!A/A*s!at!GCSE)!–!a!view!that!was!

not! shared! by! all! of! the! students! I! interviewed.! ! I! tried! to! overcome! this! by!

planning! the! semiGstructured! interview! questions! in! advance! to! provide! a!

balance! of! prompts,! and! also! by! reassuring! students! that! I! was! interested! in!

their!true!responses,!whether!they!were!positive!or!negative.!

!

The! small! scale! of! this! research! clearly! has! its! limitations! but! I! was! keen! to!

capture! the! thoughts!and!voices!of! the!students!and! I!have!been!able! to!draw!

some!‘fuzzy!generalisations’!(Myers,!2000)!from!my!findings.!

!
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5.!Findings!and!analysis!

Much!of!the!research!into!able!underachievers!centres!on!what!adults!think!to!

be!the!causes!and!solutions!(Pomerantz!and!Pomerantz,!2002:iv).! !My!findings!

consist! of! inGdepth! qualitative! analysis! of! my! interpretations! of! year! 11!

students’!own!responses!in!semiGstructured!interviews!and!analysis!of!my!own!

observations!in!year!11!Maths!and!English!lessons.!

The! first! area! of! investigation! identified! in! the! Objectives! and! Hypothesis!

section! is! addressed! here! by! looking! at! existing! data! on! levels! of! progress!

between!KS2!and!KS4:!

G establish!which!of!the!able!students!are!underachieving!in!Maths!and!

English!!

!

According!to!national!data,!65%!of!students!in!nonGselective!secondary!schools!

who!achieved!a!level!5!in!both!English!and!Maths!at!the!end!of!KS2!did!not!reach!

the! top! A*! or! A! grades! in! those! subjects! at! GCSE! (Ofsted,! 2013a:4).! ! This!

represents!over!65,000!students.!

In!my! school,! (a! nonGselective! secondary! school)! 6%! of! students! currently! in!

year! 11! left! primary! school! with! level! 5s! in! both! English! and!Maths,! making!

them! the! “most! able”! for! the!purpose!of! this! research.! !Of! those! students,! the!

following!table!shows!their!predicted!grades!in!English!and!Maths.!

Figure!3:!Predicted!grades!of!year!11!pupils!who!finished!KS2!with!level!5s!
in!both!Maths!and!English.!

! English! Maths!
less!than!a!C! 6%! !
C! 44%! 22%!
B! 39%! 28%!
A! 11%! 33%!
A*! ! 17%!
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Clearly!this!is!a!small!sample!given!that!only!18!students!finished!KS2!with!level!

5s! in!both!Maths!and!English!but! it! is!still!broadly! in! line!with!national!data!–!

70%!of!students! in!my!school!who!achieved!level!5s!at!the!end!of!KS2!are!not!

predicted! to! reach! the! top! A! or! A*! grades! in! Maths! and! English! at! GCSE,!

compared!with!65%!nationally.!

!

So!the!able!students!who!are!underachieving!in!Maths!and!English!at!GCSE!are!

those!who! finished! primary! school!with! level! 5s! in! both! subjects! but! are! not!

currently!predicted!A!or!A*!grades!in!both!subjects!at!GCSE.!!In!my!school,!this!

equates!to!13!students!–!70%!of!the!most!able!students!in!year!11!and!4%!of!the!

whole!year!group.!

!

The!other!two!areas!of!investigation!from!my!Objectives!and!Hypothesis!will!be!

addressed!by! analysing! the!qualitative!data! gathered! through! interviews!with!

the!students!and!my!observations!of!their!Maths!and!English!lessons:!

G identify!why! these! able! students! are! underachieving! in!English! and!

Maths!at!GCSE!when!others!in!their!year!group!are!not!

G establish! what! can! be! done! to! improve! the! achievement! of! these!

students!

!!!!!!

!!!!!5.1!Motivation!

In! my! literature! review,! I! referred! to! George’s! “Maximum! Potential! Model”!

(2011:9)! in! which! he! highlights! motivation,! emotion! and! values! as! the! most!

important!aspect!in!students!reaching!their!full!potential.!
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“If!students!are!not!keen!to!learn!and!if!they!are!not!excited!about!going!

to!school,!then!they!will!not!achieve!their!potential.”!(George,!2011:11)!!

In!my!interviews!with!the!students!I!wanted!to!find!out!what!motivates!them!to!

do!well.!!I!started!by!asking!each!student!about!his!or!her!favourite!subject.!!Not!

one!of!the!twelve!students!interviewed!mentioned!Maths!or!English.!!They!were!

keen!to!explain!what!made!it!their!favourite!subject.!

F3: Spanish 
F2: Either Spanish or Art 
F1: I think probably History 
Interviewer : And what makes those your favourite subjects? 
F2: I just enjoy it.  It's a good subject and I think ‘cos I enjoy it I do well in it. 
F1: Yeah I think with History, you know, if I seem to do well at it, and ‘cos like 
my teacher’s really interesting and so she engages us and I prefer lessons 
like that so it just makes it easier to learn and then we get a lot of help, and 
then it gives us, like, a way to work in our own time so that’s what I like about 
it.  And it’s interesting. 
 

M5: Probably Media – its, like, more interactive.  You get to work in groups 
and stuff. 
M1: The ones you enjoy are the ones you do better in. 
!

Of! the! twelve! students! I! interviewed,! all! twelve! had! already!met! or! exceeded!

their!target!grade!in!their!favourite!subject.! !However!in!English,!only!three!of!

the!students!had!reached!their!target!grade1!although!five!of!the!other!students!

also!felt!confident!that!they!would!reach!their!target!grade.!!In!Maths!only!one!of!

the! students! I! interviewed! had! reached! their! target! grade! and! seven! of! the!

students!felt!confident!that!they!would!reach!theirs.!

 
F2: I’ve definitely got it [target grade] in Maths but I’d like to still do better, 
and in English I think I’m about there maybe. 
 
M2: I’m OK with English but I just need a little bit more of a boost with Maths. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1!Interviews!were!carried!out!in!November!2012!and!students!were!due!to!sit!
their!final!exams!in!June!2013.!
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Interviewer: Are there any other subjects [apart from favourite subject] that 
you are exceeding your target in? 
F5 and F6: No! 
Interviewer: What about Maths and English? 
F6: Not even close. 
F5: Nah, I don’t even know if I’ll get a C in Maths or not. 
!

As!Tunnicliffe!(2010:25)!explains,!high!achievement!requires!positive!attitudes!

and! teaching! that! inspires! curiosity! and! a! joy! in! learning.! ! In! my! lesson!

observations! I!wanted! to! see!potentially!why!none!of! the! students!mentioned!

English!or!Maths!as!a!favourite!subject!and!whether!it!had!anything!to!do!with!

the!level!of!interest!created!by!the!teacher!(which!a!number!of!students!talked!

about!when!describing!their!favourite!subject).!

!

In!the!three!English!lessons!I!observed,!students!were!in!the!middle!of!reading!a!

book!(in!English!1!and!English!2!“The!Lord!of!the!Flies”!and!in!English!3!“A!View!

from!the!Bridge”).!!There!was!quite!a!contrast!between!English!lessons!1!and!2!

and!English!lesson!3!despite!all!three!having!a!similar!learning!objective!about!

the!development!of!one!particular! character! in! the! section! they!were! reading.!!

In! English! 1,! the! teacher! read! from! the! book! for! 45!minutes! of! the! one! hour!

lesson,! stopping! to! explain! things! or! highlight! an! important! quote.! ! Students!

followed!their!own!copy!of!the!book,!highlighting!and!annotating!as!prompted.!!

In!English! lesson!2! the! students!were!answering!exam!style!questions! for! the!

first!40!minutes!of! the! lesson,! then!again! the! teacher! read! from! the!book!and!

they!took!notes.!!In!both!lessons!pupils!worked!in!silence.!!If!the!teachers!asked!

for!contributions!or!answers,! students!seemed!willing! to!participate!but! there!

were! no! unGprompted! questions! from! students! and! no! questions! that! would!
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have! taken! the! conversation! on! a! tangent! away! from! what! the! teacher! was!

discussing.!

However!in!English!lesson!3!the!teacher!really!engaged!the!students!throughout!

the!lesson!by!repeating!lines!from!the!play!in!an!exaggerated!accent!or!relating!

a!point!to!popular!culture!that!the!students!could!relate!to.!

!!
Teacher: (talking about the relevance of Jazz music in the play) Haven’t you 
heard proper jazz music?  You know, if you’ve seen the Simpsons, what’s his 
name, Jazz Man, yeah?  Then you know what I’m talking about. 
Students all laugh 
 
 
The! students!were! keen! to! volunteer! to! read! a! part! in! the! play! or! to! answer!

questions!–!even!if!they!made!mistakes!they!seemed!relaxed!and!supportive!of!

each!other.! !The!teacher!really!challenged!them!to!think!about!the!subtext!and!

was!happy!to!discuss!the!social!context!of!the!play.!!The!pupils!asked!questions!

that! showed! higher! order! thinking! and! a! genuine! interest! in!what! they!were!

reading.!

Student: So, the fact that she goes over to light his cigar at that point is a 
sexual reference as well as a symbol of the hierarchy of the characters? 
!

Interestingly,!during!the!lesson!F3!volunteers!to!read!one!of!the!parts!and!also!

makes!lots!of!notes.!!M6!does!not!make!many!notes!and!does!not!participate!in!

the!class!discussions.! !F3!has!already!met!her! target!grade! (B)!whereas!M6! is!

currently! predicted! a! D.! ! It! has! been! suggested! that! able! pupils! are! selfG

motivated!and!have!a!high!degree!of!selfGknowledge!(Scottish!Network!for!Able!

Pupils,! 2006:13)! but! this! observation!would! suggest! that! able! underachievers!

are!not!selfGmotivated!in!lessons.!!

!
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In! the! two! Maths! lessons! I! observed,! students! were! preparing! for! exams! in!

statistics!–!students!in!the!top!two!sets!take!an!additional!GCSE!in!statistics!after!

sitting! their! Maths! GCSE! in! January.! ! In! Maths! lesson! 1,! the! teacher! tried! to!

relate! the! topic! to! the! real!world!by! explaining! the! retail! and! consumer!price!

indices!but!students!were!reluctant!to!go!off!topic.!!The!teacher!then!introduced!

an! element! of! competition! by! asking! the! students! who! could! work! out! an!

answer! first.! !The!students!goaded!each!other!and! looked! to!certain!people! in!

the!class!to!provide!the!correct!answer.!!F1!volunteered!to!provide!her!answer!

first! and! the! other! students! assumed! that! she!would! be! correct.! ! This! would!

support! the! idea! that! able! pupils! find! competitions! motivating! and! engaging!

(Glew,!2007:89)!

!

In!my!followGup!interviews!with!the!students,!I!wanted!to!verify!whether!what!I!

had! observed! represented! ‘normal’! English! and! Maths! lessons.! ! I! asked! the!

students!to!choose!from!a!list!the!things!that!happen!a!lot!in!their!English!and!

Maths!lessons.!!(See!Appendix!5!for!the!followGup!questions,!including!this!list).!

In!English,! all! twelve!of! the! students! said! that! there! is! a! lot! of! silence.! ! Three!

students!chose!‘boring!topics’!and!four!students!chose!‘group!work’.! !In!Maths,!

ten! students! chose! ‘silence’,! seven! students! chose! ‘copying’! –! F4! clarified!

whether! I!meant! copying! from! the!board/a!book!or!people! copying! from!you.!!

When!I!clarified!that!I!meant!copying!work!from!the!board!or!a!book,!she!agreed!

that! they!do!a! lot!of!copying! in!Maths.! !One!student!said! that! there!was!never!

any!group!work!and!four!students!chose!‘poorly!planned!lessons’.! !I!wanted!to!

understand!what!they!meant!by!‘poorly!planned!lessons’.!

!
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M6: They just give you test papers to go through and you don’t learn 
anything. 
 
M3: You copy stuff without an explanation. 
 
M2: If it’s poorly planned, you don’t enjoy the lesson.  It just goes on for ages. 
!

This!supports!research!by!people!like!George!(2011:3),!which!suggests!that!

many!able!students!are!often!bored!by!lessons!that!don’t!stretch!them!and!by!

teachers!who!don’t!understand!them.!

!

Returning!to!the!Maximum!Potential!model!(George,!2011:9)!where!it!is!

suggested!that!if!students!do!not!enjoy!school!then!they!will!not!achieve!their!

potential,!I!wanted!to!ask!in!the!followGup!interviews!about!what!makes!a!lesson!

enjoyable.!

!

M3: Something practical. 
M6: Depends how hard it is.  Not too easy not too hard. 
 
F2: The teacher makes it enjoyable normally. 
F4: Nah, not the teacher.  Like, I think English is boring because it’s easy.  
When you feel like you’re learning something, you want to be there. 
 
M2: If its interesting. 
M5: Group work. 
!

The!views!of!the!students!about!what!makes!lessons!enjoyable!is!supported!by!

Delisle!and!Berger!(1990)!who!explain!that,!

“a! curious! student! may! easily! become! “turned! off”! if! the! educational!

environment! is!not!stimulating;! teaching!approaches!are! inappropriate,!

the! student! experiences! ineffective! teachers! or! assignments! are!

consistently!too!difficult!or!too!easy.”!
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It!would! perhaps! have! been! interesting! to! observe! subjects! that! the! students!

identified!as!their!favourites!and!in!which!they!were!meeting!or!exceeding!their!

target!grades!to!compare!these!lessons!with!Maths!and!English.! !However!it! is!

clear! from!my! analysis! that! the! students! are!motivated! to! achieve! in! subjects!

they!enjoy.! !That! is,! subjects!where!the! teacher!makes! it! interesting,!plans! the!

lesson!well,! the! students! feel! like! they! are! learning! something!new!and!when!

they!get!to!work!in!groups.!

!

When!considering!why!some!able!students!are!underachieving!whilst!others!on!

their!year!group!are!not,!it!is!clear!that!students!switch!off!when!they!find!topics!

boring!or!feel!that!they!are!just!going!over!the!same!thing.!

!

!!!!!5.2!The!influence!of!others!

Before! conducting! interviews! with! the! students,! I! expected! to! find! that! their!

family!and!friends!had!a!significant! impact!on!their!desire!to!achieve!their! full!

potential.! ! However,! as! Pomerantz! and! Pomerantz! (2002:viGvii)! also! found! in!

their! research,! pupils! identify! factors! relating! to! the! learning! environment! as!

having!the!biggest!impact!on!achievement!as!opposed!to!family!factors!or!peer!

group!factors.!

 
Interviewer: Are you with any of your friends in Maths or English? 
M3 and M4: Yeah. 
Interviewer: And do you think that makes any difference to how you work in 
the lesson? 
M6: Depends where you sit. 
M4: Yeah, the seating plan means we’re not together. 
M3: It depends, like, how the teacher controls the class really, if they keep it 
under control. 
 
F2: The seating plan means we’re not together but in classes where we are it 
almost helps you in a way ‘cos it helps you work together if you can’t do it. 
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!

Despite!the!question!being!about!the!influence!of!friends!in!lessons,!a!number!of!

the!students!talked!instead!about!the!classroom!environment!–!the!seating!plan!

and!the!teacher.!

The! students! didn’t! feel! that! peer! pressure! had! any! impact! on! how!well! they!

achieved!either:!

 
Interviewer: What do your friends think about working hard, getting high 
grades, staying for intervention? 
M5: I dunno, we don’t really talk about it.  People just do what they want. 
 
F2: We do different subjects so it’s hard to be, like, together.  We tend to 
keep ourselves to ourselves with our grades and stuff. 
 
 
Delisle! and! Berger! (1990)! argued! that! able! students! need! strong! support,!

encouragement! and! consistently! positive! feedback! from! their! families! to!

prevent!underachievement,!but!the!students!I!interviewed!did!not!support!this.!

 
M1: I get some support at home I suppose, but I mostly just go on the 
Internet if there’s something I don’t understand. 
 
F1: I don’t, like, I don’t need someone to motivate me ‘cos I think I should do 
that myself.  Like, my Mum doesn't need to sit there and be, like to me, 
“make sure you do your homework” ‘cos I already do it. 
 
M4: I think my parents are a bit over supportive really.  I spend 5 hours at 
home doing revision and stuff… its not really that fun.  It sort of makes me 
reluctant to do the work. 
 
F5: My parents support me, they don’t push me.  I dunno, its more, like, at 
school if you can see the importance of what you’re doing then that’s what 
motivates you to get your grade. 
 
 
This! would! suggest! that! when! considering! what! can! be! done! to! improve! the!

performance! of! able! students! who! are! underachieving,! my! recommendations!

need! to! focus! on! the! classroom! environment! rather! than! the! role! of! home! or!
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friends.! ! Although,! as! George! (2011:22)! points! out,! communication! between!

parents!and!teachers!is!still!an!important!part!of!addressing!underachievement!

and!although!the!students!don’t!see!their!parents!as!a!significant!factor!in!their!

achievement,! this! could! be! a! missed! opportunity! for! engaging! in! stimulating!

conversations!and!activities!with!parents!(Pomerantz!and!Pomerantz,!2002:26).!!

!

!!!!!5.3!Rewards!

According! to!George! (2011:25),! in!order! to!enable! students! to! reach! their! full!

potential,!we!have!to!create!an!‘ethos!of!achievement’!in!school.!!As!established!

in! the! literature! review,! able! underachievers! do! not! see!much! of! a! payoff! for!

changing!their!current!lifestyle!where!more!value!is!attached!to!their!social!life!

than!to!intellectual!fulfilment!(Gross,!1994:5).!!This!perception!could!potentially!

be! changed! if! they! received! greater! attention,! encouragement! and! praise.! ! As!

Pomerantz!and!Pomerantz!(2002:40)!point!out,!athletes!often!comment!on!how!

much! energy! and! enthusiasm! they! get! from! fans! yelling! their! support.! !When!

addressing!the!question!of!what!can!be!done!to!improve!the!achievement!of!able!

underachievers,!I!wanted!to!first!find!out!how!students!feel!they!are!rewarded!

currently!at!school!and!what,! if!anything,!would!make!them!feel!more!inclined!

to!work!to!their!full!potential.! !I!started!by!asking!the!students!how!the!school!

rewards!those!who!do!well.!

 
F2: Well, they do the achievement thing each year. 
Interviewer: Prize evening? 
F2: Yeah, but they don’t really do rewards outside that, like we don’t get R1s 
or R2s any more or anything.2 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2!An!R1!represents!verbal!praise!from!the!teacher,!an!R2!means!written!praise,!
an!R3!means!a!postcard!or!phone!call!home!and!an!R4!is!a!department!prize.!!
These!are!recorded!in!the!student’s!planner!and!on!the!school!record!system.!
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M1: (who won a prize at Prize Evening in KS3) It was nice ‘cos people got 
rewarded but there weren’t too many people who won. 
 
F5: My English teacher gives out stickers. 
Interviewer: So even in year 11 you appreciate that? 
F5: Yeah, it’s cool! (Laughs) 
!

It!is!clear!that!the!students!appreciate!recognition!from!teachers!on!a!small!and!

a!large!scale.! !Three!years!ago,!the!school!introduced!a!new!reward!system!(in!

addition!to!R1sGR4s)!whereby!every!student!who!meets!the!basic!requirements!

of!a!lesson!(to!arrive!on!time,!in!full!uniform,!with!correct!equipment,!to!hand!in!

homework! and! to! complete! class!work! to! the! best! of! their! ability)! receives! a!

stamp!in!their!planner!from!the!teacher!at!the!end!of!each!lesson.! !There!is!an!

interGtutor!group!stamp!league!with!results!announced!each!week,!and!students!

can! work! towards! individual! prizes! with! every! milestone! stamp! total! they!

reach.! ! A! study! in! 2000! found! that! the! symbolic! nature! of!most! rewards! like!

merits!and!certificates!often!had!less!currency!with!older!students!(Boddington!

et!al,!2000:5)!and!the!stamp!system!in!my!school!is!certainly!more!effective!in!

KS3!than!KS4!but!I!was!surprised!by!just!how!critical!the!year!11!students!were!

of!the!system!during!my!interviews.!

 
M4: They need to add, sort of more of a reward system than just the stamp 
system.  It’s, like, not really working. 
M6: Yeah, nobody can be bothered to get them. 
M3: They don’t seem to have any effect on anything so no-one seems to be 
bothered. 
M4: I mean, like, they say “get 250 stamps and you get a pen!”  It’s not really 
worth it. 
M6: In other schools they get to, like, go on trips and stuff as a reward.  That 
would be cool. 
 
F6: I think, like, the stamp thing focuses more on the ones who don’t behave 
‘cos if you don’t behave you don’t get one but then like if you did good you all 
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get your stamp but you don’t really get recognised for what you did in the 
lesson. 
F5: And if you did really good in that lesson it doesn’t really get recognised 
by the teacher. 
 
M5: Sometimes it don’t reflect how you’re doing in class ‘cos the teacher 
might forget to give you a stamp and it looks like you’re not doing well in 
lessons. 
M1: I just think stamps are mainly a waste of time.  If you’re doing something 
good I think you should get another reward or something to show that instead 
of getting a stamp for every lesson you do. 
 

Of!the!twelve!students!I!chose!to!interview,!I!deliberately!selected!a!mixture!of!

achievers!and!underachievers!(those!predicted!the!top!A!and!A*!grades!in!Maths!

and!English!and! those!predicted!Bs!or!below).! ! Interestingly,!when! it! came! to!

rewards,! the! able! achievers! were! equally! as! dissatisfied! with! the! current!

systems!as!the!underachievers.!

 
F1: There’s so many people in our year doing really well and then like, no-
one gets any recognition.  Like in year 10, we got better grades than most of 
the year 11s did in their modules and there was no acknowledgement.  And 
when we do get rewarded its just like, “oh you can do better”, or it only 
matters in certain subjects, like if you do well in art it doesn’t matter if you 
don’t do well in Maths as well.  Like unless you do well in certain, like, core 
subjects then no-one’s really gonna even look at you. 
F2: Yeah, they are like “oh well, you’re doing really well at the moment but 
you could do better.”  They said well done but that was about it.  So we didn’t 
really feel like we’d done much. 
!

In!the!lessons!I!observed,!although!the!teachers!provided!feedback!in!different!

ways,!no!explicit!praise!was!offered.!!In!Maths!lesson!2!for!example,!the!teacher!

circulated! throughout! the! lesson! and! helped! various! pupils.! ! Reference! was!

made!to!grades!and!how!to!pick!up!extra!marks!in!the!exam!but!there!was!no!

mention!of!rewards!from!the!teacher!and!all!but!three!students! left!the! lesson!

without!collecting!a!stamp!from!the!teacher.!

!
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In!English!lesson!2,!the!teacher!gave!specific!feedback!to!students.!!For!example,!

 
Teacher: You are hovering around a C so to get up to a B you need to give 
more in-depth explanations to support your quotes, not just one sentence. 
!

However,! there! was! no! praise! for! what! the! student! had! produced.! ! Another!

student!had!finished!writing!and!was!told!by!the!teacher!to!find!another!quote!

to! support! her! point.! ! The! task! set! required! them! to! find! one! quote! but! the!

teacher!did!not!praise!her!for!completing!the!task!set,!she!simply!pushed!her!to!

produce!more!of!the!same!work.!

!

As!George!(2011:30)!explains,! teachers!need!to!offer!rewards!to!able!students!

for! finished! work! and! challenge! them! with! more! exciting! tasks! rather! than!

giving!them!more!of!the!same!work!to!do.!!In!my!followGup!interviews!with!the!

students,!I!wanted!to!find!out!whether!what!I!observed!as!a!lack!of!praise!and!

reward!was! the! norm.! ! I! asked! the! students! what! their! teachers! do! that! lets!

them!know!they’ve!been!rewarded.!

 
M6: Not much! 
 
F4: Pointing it out to the class.  Say you do, like, homework or something and 
the teacher marks it and then, say, yours was exceptionally better than 
others and then they like, point it out to the class then it makes a difference. 
F5: Yeah then you feel like you’ve worked hard and it was worth it.  
!

This!supports!Gross’!(1994:5)!point!that!able!students!need!to!feel!that!there!is!

sufficient! payoff! for! working! hard.! ! When! considering! what! we! can! do! to!

improve!the!performance!of!able!students!who!are!underachieving! this!would!

suggest! that! the! way! in! which! students! are! praised! and! rewarded! is! very!

significant.!
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!

I!have! found! that! able!achievers!are!more! selfGmotivated!–! they!don’t! feel! the!

need!to!be!praised!all!the!time.!

 
F1: For me it’s just knowing that I did it myself.  ‘Cos you know, a lot of 
people they can’t have that sort of satisfaction.  And for me its just like, I did 
that and no-one else did. 
 
M1: Its all about the grades to get into uni or get a good job and that’s down 
to me isn’t it? 
 
 
However,!the!able!underachievers!wanted!recognition!for!their!effort.!

M4: I think we should get a grade for effort and then an actual grade. 
M5: Yeah, then you’d know how hard you worked for it. 
 
F5: At my primary school I got a mark for my effort and then a mark for 
achievement.  Like, for some people 8 out of 10 is a really good effort, but 
other people should get 10 out of 10 so then you know you tried your best if 
you get an effort mark. 
F6: Yeah, like the teachers write “you need to do this, this and this” but they 
don’t say well done for what you’ve actually done. 
 
 
This!would!suggest!that!able!underachievers!like!to!receive!external!verification!

of!their!efforts.!!In!their!paper!on!rewards!and!motivation,!Deci!et.!al.!(2001:3)!

explain! that! positive! feedback! is! likely! to! enhance! a! student’s! perceived!

competence! and! will! therefore! increase! their! intrinsic! motivation.! ! When!

considering!what!can!be!done!to!improve!the!performance!of!able!students!who!

are!underachieving,!particularly!older,!year!11!students,! I!need! to! focus!on!an!

ethos!of!achievement!that!stems!from!verbal!rewards!and!positive!feedback!on!

both! effort! and! attainment! rather! than! “symbolic”! rewards.! ! This! supports!

George’s!(2011:9)!Maximum!Potential!Model,!which!demonstrates!that!to!reach!

their!potential,!able!students!need!to!be!motivated.!

!
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6.!Conclusion!

By! listening! to! the! voices! of! a! small! sample! of! able! students! in! year! 11,! the!

“fuzzy!generalisations”!(Bassey,!1998)!arising!from!my!research!are!that:!

G Students! will! not! achieve! their! potential! unless! they! find! lessons!

interesting!and!well!planned!and!they!are!learning!something!new.!

G Able! students! need! to! be! challenged! with! exciting! tasks! if! they!

complete!work,!not!more!of!the!same.!

G Family! and! peer! group! factors! have! little! impact! on! achievement.!!

Classroom!factors!are!more!significant.!

G Schools! have! to! create! an! ethos! of! achievement! to! convince!

underachievers! to! strive! for! intellectual! fulfilment! over! social!

fulfilment.!

I!think!it!is!vital!that!we!continue!to!seek!the!views!of!the!students!themselves!

when! looking! at! how! to! stretch! the! most! able! and! how! to! deal! with! able!

underachievers.!!As!Rudduck!(2006)!explains,!pupils!have!a!lot!to!tell!us!about!

ways!of!“strengthening!their!commitment!to!learning.”!!They!say!that!they!want!

to!be! treated! like!adults!and! to!have!more! responsibility!and!choices! to!make!

decisions!(ibid).!

!

It!does!not!seem!unreasonable!to!suggest!that!students!need!interesting,!wellG

planned! lessons! to! achieve! their! best.! ! As! Petty! (2009:159)! says,! a! variety! of!

teaching!methods!makes!it!more!stimulating!and!enjoyable!for!both!the!teacher!

and! the! students.! ! Returning! to! George’s! (2011:9)!Maximum!Potential!Model,!

my! research! would! support! the! idea! that! to! achieve! their! full! potential,! able!

students!need!an!element!of!creativity!in!their!lessons.!!Hebditch!(1990)!asked!
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students! aged! 11G18! what! teaching! methods! they! preferred! and! found! that!

passive!methods!such!as! lectures!were!bottom!of! the! list! and!students! clearly!

like! action! –! group! work,! being! creative,! doing! things.! ! The! same! finding!

emerged!in!my!followGup!interviews!with!the!students!who!said!that!they!didn’t!

enjoy!simply!copying!or!going!over!things!or!lessons!that!were!too!easy!but!they!

enjoyed! group!work,! doing! something! practical! or! lessons!where! the! teacher!

made!the!subject!interesting.!

!

It! is!also!clear! from!my!research!that!able!students!need!to!be!challenged!and!

want!to!feel!that!they!are!“learning!something!new”!in!lessons!rather!than!just!

completing!more! of! the! same.! ! This! could! also! help! teachers! to! identify! able!

students! in! their! lessons! because! as! Pomerantz! and! Pomerantz! (2002:3)!

explain,!if!teachers!include!more!challenging!tasks!for!all!students,!the!most!able!

might!become!apparent!by!the!way!they!approach!the!challenge!rather!than!by!

teachers! identifying! able! students! based! on! outcomes! or! achievements.! ! My!

research!points!to!the!fact! that!able!underachievers!need!strong!convincing!to!

push! themselves! intellectually!at! the!expense!of! their! social! reputation! if! they!

have!become!used!to!getting!by!on!minimum!effort!in!lessons.!!Challenging!tasks!

would!stretch!them!without!the!students!feeling!that!they!were!being!asked!to!

do!what!they!perceive!as!“just!more!work”.!

!

It!is!clear!from!my!research!that!able!students!like!to!be!praised!and!rewarded!

for!their!work!but!the!rewards!have!to!be!things!that!they!want!and!like.!!Able!

students!need! to! feel! that! there! is! sufficient!payoff! for!working!hard!and!with!

older! students! tangible! rewards! do! not! always!motivate! them.! ! However!my!
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research!suggests! that!able!underachievers!would!benefit! from!an!effort!mark!

alongside! their! grade! or! score! to! increase! their! intrinsic! motivation! to! work!

hard.!

!

Again,! returning! to! George’s! (2011:9)!Maximum!Potential!Model,!my! findings!

support!the!fact!that!in!order!to!reach!their!full!potential,!in!addition!to!creative,!

interesting! lessons,! able! students! also! need! motivation,! recognition! of! their!

efforts! and! they! need! to! be! taught! to! value! academic! achievement! through!

teachers!who!expect!them!to!achieve!and!are!surprised!when!they!“fail”.!!This!is!

particularly! significant! in! the! context! of!my! school!where! able! students! often!

just!missed!out!on!a!place!at!grammar!school!and!go!through!secondary!school!

with!the!perception!that!they!have!already!failed.!

!

Perhaps!the!most!significant!finding!from!my!smallGscale!research!is!that!factors!

relating! to! the! learning! environment! had! the! greatest! impact! on!

underachievement! as! opposed! to! family! factors! or! peer! group! factors.! ! This!

came!as!a!surprise!during!the! interviews!as! I!expected!the!home!environment!

and!peer!pressure!to!have!a!strong!influence!on!able!underachievers.! ! Instead,!

they! talked! a! lot! in! interviews! about! the! teacher,! the! seating! plan! and! the!

content! of! lessons.! ! This! would! suggest! that! it! really! is! down! to! teachers! to!

differentiate! the! curriculum! and! provide! extension! tasks! that! challenge! able!

students.! !As!George!(2011:30)!explains,!teachers!cannot!blame!students,!their!

parents! or! the! government;! instead! they! must! think! about! what! effect! they!

themselves!can!have.!!!

!
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7.!Recommendations!
!
These! findings! about! what! is! hindering! the! achievement! of! the! most! able!

students!in!year!11!have!enabled!me!to!make!a!set!of!recommendations!for!my!

school! with! the! objective! of! establishing! an! environment! where! high!

achievement!is!expected,!planned!for!and!celebrated.!!This!list!is!drawn!from!a!

range! of! ideas! including! George! (2011),! Pomerantz! and! Pomerantz! (2002),!

Tunnicliffe!(2010)!and!Ofsted!(2013a).!

!

School!leaders!should:!

G!Establish!an!agreed!definition!of!able!students!within!the!context!of!the!school.!

G!Promote!high!aspirations!for!the!most!able!students!and!ensure!that!staff!and!

parents!understand!these!expectations.!

G!Draw!up!an!action!plan!to!establish!roles!and!responsibilities!and!outline!how!

able!students!will!be!monitored!and!their!progress!reviewed!and!reported.!

G! Provide! clear! identification! strategies! so! that! all! staff! are! aware! of! which!

students!are!considered!‘able’.!!This!strategy!should!be!reviewed!regularly.!

G!!Ensure!that!able!students!are!given!challenging!and!stretching!targets.!

G!Establish!clear!expectations!that!able!students!will!exceed!their!targets.!

G!Make!it!explicit! that!supporting!able!students! is!the!responsibility!of!all!staff!

and!not!just!that!of!specific!individuals.!

G!Provide!professional!development!that!increases!teachers’!expectations!and!

understanding!of!how!to!meet!the!needs!of!the!most!able.!

G!Conspicuously!celebrate!the!success!of!the!most!able.!

G!Identify!and!promote!role!models!–!able!students!who!are!achieving!their!

potential!and!succeeding!socially.!
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!

Departments!should:!

G!Track!and!monitor!the!most!able!students!and!intervene!quickly!if!they!are!in!

danger!of!underachieving.!

G!Design!assessments!that!challenge!the!most!able!students.!

G!Ensure!that!displays!promote!and!celebrate!achievement!at!all!levels!of!

attainment,!including!the!highest.!

!

Teachers!should:!

G!Have!a!detailed!knowledge!of!the!most!able!students!in!their!classes.!

G!Set!extension!work!that!motivates!and!excites!rather!than!simply!asking!for!

more!of!the!same.!!Consider!providing!enrichment!corners/boxes,!puzzles!and!

thinking!challenges,!challenge!cards!etc.!

G!Celebrate!success,!display!outstanding!examples!of!student!work,!emphasise!

the!positive!and!reward!effort!alongside!achievement.!

G!Foster!an!ethos!of!teamwork,!independent!learning,!creativity!and!active!

learning.!

G!Set!homework!that!is!imaginative,!challenging,!includes!more!openGended!

tasks!and!is!differentiated.!

!

Furthermore,!the!school!could:!

G!Establish!a!‘Code!of!Achievement’!alongside!the!‘Code!of!Conduct’.!

G!Review!the!reward!system!for!Key!Stage!4.!

G!Change!the!marking!policy!so!that!students!are!given!an!effort!grade!as!well!as!

an!attainment!grade.
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Appendix!1:!Semi^structured!interview!questions!

 What!is!your!favourite!subject?!
o What!are!you!predicted!in!that!subject?!
o What!are!you!predicted!in!your!other!subjects?!!(Prompt!Maths!

and!English!specifically)!!What!are!your!current!grades?!!(Prompt!
why!current!grade!is!not!in!line!with!predicted!grade!if!relevant)!

o What!subjects!do!you!feel!that!you!do!best!in?!(Prompt!
enjoyment,!teacher,!with!friends,!find!it!easy)!!
!

 Who!would!you!say!are!the!most!able!students!in!your!year?!How!do!you!
know?!!Do!they!have!lots!of!friends?!!What!do!people!think!of!them?!

o Are!you!with!your!friends!in!many!lessons?!!What!difference!does!
this!make!to!your!work,!if!any?!

o What!do!your!friends!think!about!working!hard/high!
grades/doing!homework/staying!after!school?!
!

 What!sets!are!you!in!for!English!and!Maths?!
o Do!you!get!a!lot!of!help!from!the!teacher?!
o Who!do!you!think!gets!more!help!from!the!teacher!in!the!class?!
o Do!you!think!it!is!better!to!be!in!sets!or!in!mixed!classes?!
o Is!everyone!in!your!Maths/English!class!working!at!the!same!

level?!!How!do!you!know!what!grade!you!should!be!working!
towards?!
!

 Has!a!teacher!told!you!that!you!are!underachieving?!
o How!did!it!make!you!feel?!
o Did!they!tell!you!how!to!improve?!

!
 When!do!you!normally!get!feedback!from!your!Maths!/!English!teacher?!
(Prompt!marking!books!/!work,!parents!evening,!report,!in!class).!!!

o Which!feedback!do!you!find!most!useful?!!How!do!you!know!what!
to!do!to!improve?!

o Do!you!know!what!grade!you!should!be!aiming!for?!
!

 Do!you!enjoy!school?!
o What!are!the!best!types!of!lesson?!
o Do!you!generally!find!the!work!easy,!hard!or!a!mixture?!
o Do!you!get!bored!in!lessons?!!Which!lessons?!!Why?!
o What!are!you!hoping!to!do!after!school!(sixth!form,!university,!

career!plans)!
o What!grades!do!you!need?!!Do!you!think!you!will!achieve!them?!

!
 What!motivates!you!to!work!hard?!(Prompt!rewards,!stamps,!prize!evening,!
for!myself,!my!parents,!my!friends,!my!teachers)!

o Do!you!think!you!work!hard!at!school?!
o Are!you!achieving!your!full!potential?!
o What!would!encourage!you!to!work!harder?!

!
!
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 What!after!school!clubs!do!you!attend!/!did!you!used!to!attend!/!would!you!
consider!attending?!

o Are!you!on!the!school!council?!
o Have!you!been!on!any!trips?!!Who!else!went?!!What!were!the!

best/worst!trips?!
!

 Who!do!you!admire?!!Why?!
!
 Did!you!enjoy!primary!school?!

o Can!you!remember!your!levels?!
o Would!you!say!you!were!a!high!achiever!or!just!average!

compared!to!others!in!your!class?!
o What!was!better/worse/different!from!secondary!school?!

!
 How!well!did!your!parents!do!at!school?!

o What!grades!would!they!like!you!to!get?!
o Do!they!help!you!with!your!work!at!home?!

!
 What!would!you!say!is!the!‘recipe!to!success’!at!school?!
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Appendix!2:!Extract!from!interview!transcripts!

Interviewer:!! Are!you!with!any!of!your!friends!in!Maths!and!English?!
All:! ! Yes!
Interviewer:! And!do!you!think!that!makes!any!difference!in!the!lesson!to!how!

much!work!you!get!done?!
F3:! ! We’re!kind!of!like!all!split!up!really.!
F2:! Yeah!the!seating!plan!means!we’re!not!together.!!But!in!classes!

where!!we!are,!I!think!sometimes!it!almost!helps!you!in!a!way!
‘cause!it!helps!you!work!together!if!you!can’t!do!it.!!The!only!
problem!is!if!you!talk!too!much!you!don’t!get!any!work!done.!!It!
depends!what!lesson!it!is.!

F1:! And!sometimes,!you!know!when!there’s!a!massive!group!of!
friends!in!one!class!they!just!don’t!stop!talking.! !

F2:! ! And!they!distract!you!and!it!disrupts!the!lesson.!
F1:! ! But!apart!from!that!I!don’t!think!it!affects!you!‘cause,!you!know,!as!!

long!as!you!work!when!it!comes!down!to!it,!it!shouldn’t!really!
matter.!

Interviewer:! Do!you!think!it!is!important!to!have!people!in!different!sets?!!Or!
do!you!think!it!is!sometimes!beneficial!to!have!mixed!ability!
within!a!class?!

F2:! I!prefer!sets!because…!if!you’ve!got!some!people!like!an!A*!
student!and!a!D!student!obviously!the!D!student!is!going!to!hold!
the!other!person!back.!

F1:! …!When!I!was!in!a!mixed!ability!class!I!didn’t!learn!anything!
‘cause!we!just!had!to!sit!there!and!then!spend,!like,!more!time!
trying!to!help!a!student!and!trying!to!control!the!class!‘cause!
everyone’s!sort!of!all!at!different!rates,!they’re!not!actually!
teaching!so!then!people!who!actually!want!to!learn!don’t!get!to.!!
I’m!not!saying!people!with!lower!grades!don’t!want!to!learn,!but!
you!know,!people!in!that!class!make!it!so!it!sort!of!seem!that!way.!

F2:! Also!like!sometimes!they!take!advantage!of!it.!!So!say!you!are!
sitting!next!to!someone!with!a!lower!grade!they!take!your!work!
and,!like,!they!should!really!learn!otherwise!when!it!comes!to!the!
exam!they’re!not!going!to!have!that.!

Interviewer:! What!do!you!think!works!better,!big!or!small!classes?!
F1:! My!Maths!class!is!huge.!!Its!big!isn’t!it?!!There’s!like!31!people!!
Interviewer:! And!do!you!think!that!has!any!impact!on!how!well!you!get!on!in!

the!lesson?!
F1:! Not!really.!!I!think!sometimes!its!harder!to!control!the!class!‘cause!

there’s!so!many!of!us!but!I!don’t!think!it!has,!like,!a!massive!
impact!‘cause!we!still!learn.!

F2:! Yeah…!like!I!don’t!mind!big!classes!but!sometimes!I!just!don’t!put!
my!hand!up.!!I!don’t!feel!confident!enough!in!front!of!that!many!
people.!!But!when!we!had!a!taster!day!for!the!sixth!form!and!it!
was!only!about!10!people!so!I!got!involved!more!so!I!think!that!if!
its!like!a!smaller!class!I!do!better!than!if!it's!a!big!class.!

Interviewer:!! And!in!terms!of!reward!for!working!hard,!what!is!your!perception!
of!how!you!are!rewarded!at!XXXX!School?!

F2:! Well!they!do!the!achievement!thing!each!year.!
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Interviewer:! Prize!evening?!
F2:! Yeah,!but!they!don’t!really!do!awards!outside!that!or!we!don’t!get!

like!R1s!or!R2s!any!more!or!anything.!
F1:! I!think!they’re!all!just!quite!poor!to!be!honest.!!There’s!so!many!

people!in!our!year!doing!really!well!and!then,!like,!noGone!gets!any!
recognition.!!Like!in!year!10!we!got!better!grades!than!most!of!the!
year!11s!did!in!their,!like,!modulars!and!they!took!like,!no!
acknowledgement!whatsoever!and!when!we!do!get!rewards!its!
just!like,!oh!yeah!you!can!do!better.!

F3:! …!They!don’t!really…!they!said!“well!done”!but!that!was!about!it.!!
So!we!didn’t!really!feel!like!we’d!done!much.!
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Appendix!3:!Letter!sent!to!parents!

23rd November 2012 

Dear Parent / Carer 

As part of my Masters in Teaching (Institute of Education, University of 
London) I am carrying out research on how to improve the attainment of 
students in the top sets in Year 11 in Maths and English.  The research is 
designed so as not to add any pressure or create extra work and it will not 
involve any time out of lessons. I will be observing lessons and interviewing 
Year 11 students as part of this research. The research could help to 
improve the results of students. 

If you do not want your child to be involved in this research, please 
complete the slip below and return it to Mrs Green in room E112 by 
Wednesday, 28th November 2012. Students will opt out of this project if you 
have requested this, they can also decide at any time not to continue to take 
part in the research.  Please note that all information and interviews will be 
anonymous and the identity of your child in this research will be protected at 
all times. 

This research and any recommendations that are made to the school as a 
result can be made available to you upon request and I will be happy to meet 
with you to explain any findings. 

Please do not hesitate to contact me direct if you have any questions or 
concerns about this.  

Yours faithfully, 

 

 

Mrs Green  

 

  

______________________________________________________________ 

Please return this slip to Mrs Green in room E112 by Wednesday 28th 
November  2012 if you do not want your child to be involved in the 
research project with Year 11. 

I do not want my child _____________________________(student’s name) 

 _________ (tutor group) to be involved in the research project with Year 11. 

 
Signed: ___________________________  Date: ___________________ 
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Appendix!4:!Permission!to!observe!lessons!

Copy!of!email!sent!to!teachers:!
 
Possible observation 
Greena 
Sent: 29 January 2013 09:13 
To: xxxxxxx 
 
Hi xxxxx, 
 
I am currently doing a Masters in teaching and am in the middle of a 
research module – I am working with a group of year 11 students looking at 
their attainment in English and Maths and a few of them are in your English 
class.  Would it be possible for me to come and observe your lesson with 
them tomorrow period 3?  I am observing the pupils in the class, not the 
teaching but if tomorrow is not convenient I can arrange to come another 
time. 
 
As it is a research project, you will need to let the class know that I am 
observing and making some notes – if they don’t want to be included 
(anonymously) in my notes they have the right to opt out and I won’t 
observe them during the lesson. 
 
Thank you! 
 
Amy 
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Appendix!5:!Follow^up!interview!questions!

What!sort!of!teacher!are!you!most!likely!to!work!hard!for?!

What!do!teachers!do!that!make!you!feel!rewarded!for!your!hard!work?!

How!do!you!know!that!a!teacher!values!your!input!in!lessons?!

What!do!teachers!normally!praise!you!or!others!in!the!class!for?!

What!does!a!positive!classroom!feel!like?!

What!is!the!most!encouraging!thing!a!teacher!can!do?!

What!do!teachers!do!that!makes!lessons!interesting?!

Do!teachers!ever!reward!your!effort!or!just!the!end!result/grade?!

Has!a!teacher!said/done!anything!that!has!made!you!decide!not!to!give!100?!

Do!you!feel!that!you!can!ask!questions!in!Maths?!!And!in!English?!

Do!you!prefer!to!be!told!an!answer!or!helped!to!work!things!out!for!yourself?!

To!what!extent!do!you!agree!with!the!following:!

! “I!love!learning”!

(Strongly!agree,!agree,!disagree,!strongly!disagree)!

!

Rank!the!following!lists:!
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How!would!you!rank!the!following!subjects!in!terms!of!enjoyment?!(From!most!
enjoyable!to!least!enjoyable)!

! English!!
Maths!
Science!
PE!
Art/Drama/Music!
Geography/History!
Spanish/French!

!

Which!of!these!things!happen!a!lot!in!your!Maths/English!lessons?!

! Silence!
! Copying!
! Nothing!to!do!
! Boring!topic!
! No!variety!
! Poorly!planned!lessons!
! Use!of!multimedia!
! Group!work!
! Carrying!out!own!research!
! !

 


